Find the right reader for you!
We have readers who can focus on just about any life
situation. We would love to help you find the right
reader for you.
We find it VERY important to find a reader who not
only picks up your energy but can also give an accurate
reading. We want to be your psychic matchmakers.
We will help you find a reader who can connect with
your energy and can give as much information as
possible.
Finding the right type of reader can have several
different factors. For instance, some clients prefer Tarot cards- especially for timing. Some clients prefer a
reader who is strictly clairvoyant without using any
psychic tools- some need a psychic medium to help
give symbols from a crossed loved one. It is all personal
and unique.
An excellent reading is accurate. The reader picks up
on your energy and can work with your individual
situation. The reader gives insight and comfort. All of
these factors can make choosing an excellent reader
somewhat difficult - that is where we come in.
All of our readers are tested by us before they are
allowed on our line. We know our readers and
their reading style.

The Original Solution Psychics
at THE psychic line known for
Quality and Excellence.
Open Everyday:
Mon-Fri 10 am-Midnight E.S.T.
Sat-Sun Noon-Midnight E.S.T.

1-800-966-2294

www.thepsychicline.com
Find us on Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest,
Instagram or Twitter for extra information
and specials!
www.twitter.com/thepsychicline
www.pinterest.com/thepsychicline
Instagram: thepsychicline
Facebook: Psychic Readings by
Paramount Solutions, inc.

SPECIALS!
Coupon 1: Purchase 20 minutes or more
and get $10 off. Use on or before September 10th,
2020. Refer to Sunshine.

Quick Connect #

Coupon 2: Purchase 30 minutes or more
and get 10 minutes free. To be used between

407-706-6121

September 11th and September 17th, 2020.
Refer to Starfish.

Coupon 3: Purchase 25 minutes or more
and get 5 minutes free. To be used between September 18th and September 24th, 2020.
Refer to Flamingo.

There are many types of readers. Let us help connect
you with your perfect reader.

Coupon 4: Purchase 15 minutes or more
and get 5 minutes free. To be used between September 25th and September 30th, 2020.
Refer to Watermelon.

PARAMOUNT SOLUTIONS, INC. - PSI

Thanks for all of your referrals!

4409 Hoffner, Suite 151, Orlando, FL 32812

We appreciate you!

Fax: 407-706-6131
Entertainment only. 18+

Refer a Friend- If you refer a friend who is a new client to
us and they call, pay for a reading and mention your
name, you will receive a 15 minute credit on your screen.
(And, your friend will receive the new client discount-great
deals for both of you).
All listed coupons are one time only and not to be combined
with any other special.

TESTED READERS
ABBIGAIL LEE- Clairvoyant/Empathic/Tarot Cards- Has over 20 years
experience. This is a generational gift in her family. Works with or without
questions. Able to pickup on details through her unique use and understanding
of tarot cards. Able to pick up on people around you and how they are doing
and feeling. Also able to focus on past, present and future. Very detailed &
easy to talk to.
ANGELICA- Clairvoyant/Medium/Light Cards - Works well with relationships
and is good at pinpointing how someone really feels. Also works well with
business, career and upcoming issues. She is able to pick up people who
have crossed over. She is descriptive and detailed with 20 years experience.

BETH-ELLYN- Clairvoyant/Cards/Medium - Over 30 years experience.
Great with relationships, business and timing. Specific & spiritual. Quick and
easy to talk to. Works with or without questions. Friendly. Gives a lot of
information. Direct but kind.

JAYDEN- Clairvoyant/Tarot/Energy Reading- 30 years of experience.
She is clairvoyant and picks up on energy. She uses spirit guides and also
can use tarot cards as a tool. She works well with relationships and can
read the energy field of those around you. She can focus on love, relationships and work issues. She is able to pick up on people in your life and
their energy. She gives you a lot of information and is easy to talk to. She
reads with or without questions.
KEARA- Clairvoyant/Cards/Astrology– Good with relationships and
picking up on how people are feeling. Specializes in financial forecasts.
Focused & complete. Over 30 years of experience. Direct and to the point.
Can use astrology to help with timing of events.
KITTY- Clairvoyant/Cards – Excellent with relationships and business.
Very energetic and upbeat in her readings. Can use cards if needed. Loves
helping clients in all areas of life. Direct and gets information clearly. Reads
with or without questions. Very clairvoyant.

CHEYENNE- Clairvoyant/Cards- Over 40 years experience. Is an expert
tarot card reader who picks up on the energy around you and how to deal with
it. Able to help lift negative energy. She also picks up on people around you,
Works best with direct questions concerning love, relationships and work. Her
reading style is spiritual, kind, detailed, and wise.

MARCO- Clairvoyant/Cards- Relationship specialist with over 25 years
experience. Describes people and how they feel. Gives lots of information
and detail. Excellent with lifepath and soulmates. Friendly and easy to talk
to. Picks up on emotions and is intuitive. Accurate.

ELIZABETH- Clairvoyant – Can read for a person through a person. Over 35
years experience & can read with or without questions. Very specific in all
areas. Knows plans & how they will turn out. Excellent with relationships,
business and timing of events. She is highly accurate, easy to talk to. Can also
focus on past lives. She is very gifted and spiritual.

NEVEAH- Clairvoyant/Clairaudient\/Clairsentient/Medium - 3rd Generation psychic with over 20 years experience. Can use tarot cards or numerology. Able to see, feel & hear to pick up energy. She is insightful. Can use
many tools in order to provide you with details regarding relationship, work
issues, people’s feelings, things to watch out for, messages from beyond,
short-term timing. Lost items and Twin Flame readings.

ELLA- Clairvoyant/Medium/Cards – A Reiki practitioner who works well with
love interests, relationships, upcoming events, past, present & future, communication issues, family, and career. Picks up on how people feel. Can help
locate lost objects. Detailed and easy going. Also able to see visions as if a
film is being played through her third eye. Compassionate reader.
FAITH- Clairvoyant/Medium/Empathic/Cards - Specialties include angels,
career, spirituality, love, relationships, pets, dreams, lost objects or people.
Can use Angel, Tarot, Dream, Native & Star cards upon request.
FREYA- Claivoyant/Claircognizant/Tarot Reader - She uses her intuitive
abilities, Clair cognizance and knowledge of tarot to delve into the issues that
need insight. She works well with relationships, work issues, feelings, things
that may need correction, and other practical applications that a psychic reading can provide. She works with you in a way that honors free will and provides you with knowledge about how to change an outcome. If you are aware
of how you are affecting others and events, you may be able to remove the
obstacles that stand in your way.
JADIS- Clairvoyant/Cards - Picks up on energies around you including
feelings, forthcoming events, positivity, or negativity, etc. She is an intuitive,
clairvoyant psychic that can do a general reading, but does better with direct
questions. She has over 40 years of experience. She provides a lot of details
and works well with love, relationships, business, the energy the people in
your life are sharing with you, things to watch out for and does well with forecasting a general timeline. She is warm, easy to talk to and gives a lot of
detailed , helpful information.

VALENTINA– Clairvoyant/Angels– 20 years experience. Excellent with
relationships & timing. Picks up on other peoples feelings. Compassionate and detailed. She can work with or without questions. Excellent with
soulmates and lifepath. Honest, kind, & specific. She’s back!
VICKI- Clairvoyant/Empath/Tarot- Reads with or without questions. Friendly upbeat and gives lots of information. She is good with
world views, personal issues, relationships, and animals. Over 30 years of
experience.
WYNTER - Clairvoyant/Empath – She is a 5th generation psychic and
is accurate. She strives to provide clarity to relationships, work, and most
questions involving any issues you may be facing. Wynter often asks for
an astrological sign at the start of the reading in order to make a vibrational connection. She is often able to find lost items. Her style is warm and
friendly with an excellent sense of humor.

Feel free to call with questions.
We love to chat with our clients!

NEYTIRI- Clairvoyant/Clairsentient/Medium/Channels – Uses spirit
guides. She is an intuitive healer and spirit guide. Twin flames expert!
Works well with relationships, love interests, energy around you, work,
family, spirituality & other areas of metaphysical interest. She provides
details regarding your situation through her unique ability to use spirit
guides in order to make an important connection. This spiritual connection
allows you access to the insight that you need in order to move forward.
RABBIT- Clairvoyant/Clairaudient/Light Cards - Can hear and feel
issues of importance during the reading. Specializes in relationships and
career. Connects with your energy upon hearing your voice. He helps you
understand and improve your relationships and provides career
and financial guidance. Direct and to the point.
RADHA- Clairvoyant/Empathic/Tarot/Chakra – Over 20 years of experience. Wishes to help you down the path of fulfillment & success in areas
regarding relationships, business, spirituality, lifepath, and things that stand
in your way. Radha is matter of fact and works well with direct questions.

Is good news coming your way?

Give us
A Call!

